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Time’s Up!  
Coalition Calls for Rutgers to End Ocean Blasting Experiment 

30-day Clock about to Run Out; Research Vessel remains in Brooklyn Undergoing 
Repairs  

 
Sandy Hook, NJ    Today, Clean Ocean Action urged Rutgers President Robert Barchi to end the 
Rutgers University-led geological survey in progress off the Jersey shore this summer by the R/V 
Marcus G. Langseth, since the study cannot meet the required 30 days completed by the 
August 17, 2014 deadline.  
 
In a letter sent to President Barchi today, Clean Ocean Action outlined that the ship cannot 
possibly meet the required 30 days (720 hours) of testing required for the experiment to collect 
the needed data.  To date, the ship has been on the water at most 12 days, and it is not clear 
that seismic activity occurred every day.  There are only 9 days remaining, and the ship remains 
docked in Brooklyn, New York for repairs.    
 
Clean Ocean Action asked Rutgers to cancel the study now as it will be impossible for the ship 
to obtain the information required for usable interpretation. Any further seismic activity will 
cause harm to marine life and will not yield the data required, thus needlessly exposing the 
marine life to harm. 
 
"Time’s up!" said Clean Ocean Action's executive director Cindy Zipf. "Ending the study now 
would also create some good will with those who have raised their voices to protect marine 
life. The State of New Jersey, many members of Congress, NJ State officials; fishing, diving, 
tourism, and ocean advocacy organizations; and nearly 20,000 petition signers  are saying no to 
ocean blasting," added Zipf. 
 
Sittin’ at the dock of the bay, Marcus G. Langseth - now in the Hudson River up in NYC.  
 

http://www.cleanoceanaction.org/
http://stoprutgersoceanblasting.org/
http://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/details/ships/367059880


Captain Jim Lovgren, a 4th generation commercial fisherman at the Point Pleasant Fishing Co-
op, said, "Thanks to mechanical malfunctions Rutgers is being given a second chance to do the 
right thing and not indiscriminately harm marine animals and the fisheries that depend on 
them. Hopefully they will come to their senses and take it." 

Tom Fagan, treasurer of CWA Local 1075 said, "Our members work up and down the Jersey 
Shore.  They work hard to preserve and protect the shore area and we view seismic testing as 
another unnecessary and unwanted threat to our coast.  The testing should be stopped." 

Tim Burden, president of the New Jersey Beach Buggy Association said, "It is great that New 
Jersey marine life isn't being pummeled with ocean blasting off the coast. Maybe Rutgers, 
Columbia, the University of Texas, NOAA, and the National Science Foundation should think 
about the inoperable Marcus Langseth as Karma." 

Captain Ed Yates of United Boatmen and the charter fishing boat 'Hunter' said, "I don't believe 
that the Marcus Langseth is broken. I think they've lost time to finish this project and they are 
retooling for the next project (the Mid-Atlantic seismic testing project of USGS) that they want 
to begin right when hundreds of charter and party boats, and long line, commercial, rod and 
reel tuna fishing vessels will be fishing for tuna and swordfish in August and September on the 
cusp of migration east and south.  Are they doing this to see what damage they can do to the 
local economy, fishing industry and marine mammals?” 

Captain Paul Eidman, owner/operator of Reel Therapy Fly and Light Tackle Charters said, "The 
Obama Administration needs to wake up and end all seismic testing now, off of New Jersey and 
from Maine to Florida. Prioritizing senseless oil and gas exploration over endangering marine 
life and habitat is unacceptable." 
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